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We are going to discuss the historical rise in Electromagnetic Field exposures and their general significance…leading to a discussion of probable links to autism
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This graph shows the historic rise in the Electromagnetic Environment, based on Power Densities (the vertical axis).The colored  surfaces in a succession of green, yellow, orange and red describe the climb in EM exposures in 30 year steps.At the top, the wiggly curves are the thermally-based FCC limits of exposure that were defined not from biological considerations, but based of rats stopping their work because of overheating.At the bottom,  the black texts position broadcasting, AM, FM, television, cellular phones and WiFi systems, according to frequency.Note that each small step on the vertical axis on the graph corresponds to a rise by a factor of one thousand.
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Effects of Electromagnetic Radiation: work on human cellsTo clearly measure the effects of the present Electromagnetic Radiation environment, we first produce in the laboratory a baseline  such as the environment of the early 1900s, which was completely free of RF and ELF exposures.Although RF is relatively easy to exclude, ELF magnetic fields are difficult to shield, and this has led to a confusing literature. Scientists often controlled RF, but not ELF, comparing whatever ELF fields they happened to have in their lab to much larger fields, believing that effects would show more obviously at very high field intensities (which is not necessarily true). In our careful experiments, cells were taken from an early 1900s environment and transferred to present-day magnetic ELF fields, which are the most biologically active part of EMR. Note that telecommunications signals, although propagated by RF radiation, contain ELF when they are modulated. So, our results are relevant to both power system and telecommunication exposures.We showed that (1) cancer cells are highly responsive to low levels of ELF radiation because of restriction of ATP production, and (2) that changing EMR exposures induces a physiological stress in cells, increasing cell death by necrosis and apoptosis. Cell metabolism was restricted by the fields. Cells adapted to the fields over time, but field changes require constant adaptations by the cells. So, not only are exposed cancer cells more dynamic (since they have fewer chromosomes), but that they are also more diverse.This is why leukemia patients have a less favorable outcome when exposed to magnetic fields. These results were repeaated in all widespread human cancers, implying that the fields acted on a basic aspect of cell metabolism, oxidative phosphorylation  (use of oxygen by cells).The take home message is that there is NO doubt that EMR is bioactive and relevant to human health.The four graphs in the diagram represent series of experiment performed on human leukemia, lung, breast and colon cancer cells.If the safety  levels promoted by the FCC were correct, all of the data in these graphs should remain at the red line at the top of each graph. Obviously, the FCC limits are wrong.
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This second set of experiments with a leukemia cell line, monitored cell survival under a variety of conditions of magnetic fields and oxygen levels. The magnetic field conditions spanned between no-field and realistic exposures of today. The oxygen conditions spanned the full range of physiological concentrations (0 to 21%).The results showed that changes in magnetic field levels  were more deleterious to cell survival than the full range of oxygen concentrations, and that electromagnetic field and oxygen killed cells by different mechanisms. Oxygen necessary for life, and is an evil in that it generates dangerous Reactive Oxygen Species. Electromagnetic Fields, in contrast, are a man-made agent that can be controlled according to decisions made when developing technology. The free radicals produces by EMFs are a risk factor for the initiation or evolution of many chronic diseases, particularly those in the nervous system, and in metabolic diseases such as diabetes. When the Soviets crystallized their standard on EMR protection, they adopted limits based on effects on the nervous system, 1000 times lower than the West.
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Influence of the Environment There has been a long history of hunting for genetic markers in autism, and the hunt has produced a large number of genes (figure).In the case of identical twins, if one has Autism, there is a 36% to 95% chance that the other will also be diagnosed with the disorder. For fraternal twins, that percentage decreases to 31% (Hallmayer, 2011). This data suggested that half the risk originates in the environment. We now know that there is an influence of the environment on Autism. The second clue comes from how rapidly autism has risen in populations. Because incubation time for the disease is relatively short compared to many cancers, for example, historical correspondence between changes in the environment and disease rate may be instructive.Influence of ChemicalsHeavy metals are often mentioned in the literature as a risk factor for ASD. Heavy metal contamination, particularly mercury, is one of the most severe threats for the environment. Since the middle of the nineteenth century, heavy metal emissions increased in the environment. However, at the end of the twentieth century these emissions started to decrease in most developed countries (Nriagu et al. 1996), and nowadays, exceptions are represented by highly industrialized areas with outdated technologies (Gorini, 2014).So heavy metals cannot be the whole story, as autism rates have continued to rise in recent years.For metals to be effective, they have to reach sensitive sites. Measurement of brain uptake of various blood-borne solutes shows that newborn endothelial cells are functionally similar to those in adults, so that for metals to be effective in brain pathology, the BBB likely must be breached. This raises interest in the possibility of a BBB breach in the baby. ASD and EMRThere have been a number of suggestions that EMR exposures could contribute to ASD. Consider that 2000 µW/m² the lowest EMR value ever associated experimentally with BBB breach,is 5000 times less than the level considered safe by the US FCC. Note that EMR can by-pass most compartmentalization in the body, contrary to chemicals,  enhancing  ability to reach vulnerable sites. There have also been suggestions that EMR challenges detoxification, leading to impaired metal or non-specific toxicant clearance (Mariea, 2007), or even that leakage of metal from teeth amalgams were increased in mothers by EMR (Mortazavi, 2016).
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Historical CorrespondenceThere is attention to the coordinated rise in EMR and Autism over recent years. Although many have pointed cell phones as the culprit, it is noticed that ASD diagnoses began to rise sharply in the early 1980s, as microwave ovens first reached western households. But microwave ovens plateaued from 1990 on, while ASD rates have continued to rise (Lathe, 2009), just as cell phones became widespread. Although microwave oven radiation is somewhat different from cell phone radiation, particularly from the 2G (launched in 1991) and later generations, which are digitally pulsed, the two types of radiation actually have a lot in common.
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The  frequencies are the same.It is not a given that it is the data encoding of cellular phone signals that carries the most biological risk for every disease, although a disease like cancer behaves differently when challenged with GSM and CDMA according to NTP and Ramazzini reports of 2019. A common characteristic of oven and cell exposures is that they are intermittent with large changes over time, one related to heating duration, and the other related to the span of a phone call. So, we believe that the connection between EMR and ASD is strengthened by accepting the possibility that it is these large changes in exposures over relatively short periods of time that are biologically active. An added ingredient to make cell phone signals even more potent than microwave ovens is their modulation, known to be aggressive to the nervous system.
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Biological links between ASD and EMRSome ASD victims have concomitant mitochondrial disease. In her 2014 article , Golomb measures muscle intracellular pH in such ASD subjects and controls, and finds pH reductions of 0.03 on the average in ASD subjects. We noted in our research that application of a MF on cell culture medium showed a 0.07 pH reduction in pH (Li, 2013). So, an abnormal condition in ASD can be maintained by EMR exposure.
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Whether this connection is applicable to a larger set of ASD cases is confounded by mitochondrial heteroplasmy,and the possibility that mitochondrial changes in ASD may be more frequent than currently detectable. But it is supported by the informal observation that ASD subjects often feel relief when EMR RF exposures are withdrawn (http://www.clear light ventures.com/ ).  Peter Sullivan’s site.
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ROSOne of the most commonly mentioned agent in relation to Autism is Reactive Oxygen Species. This is because the developing brain has limited capacity to detoxify ROS (Chauhan 2006). This limit stems from the fact that children have naturally low levels of glutathione, a detoxifying agent that is also deficient in Electromagnetic Hypersensitivity. EMR has been shown repeatedly to generate oxidative stress in the form of ROS. 
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A spectacular confirmation of ROS generation by EMR was provided by Volkow (2011), where scanned human subjects subjected to cell phone radiation displayed more reliance on glucose metabolism, which is known to enhance ROS production.
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Essentially, when traffic of electrons and protons through the oxidative phosphorylation chain of mitochondria , embodied by the pale blobs in this diagram, is inhibited by EMR, the citric acid cycle at the center (glycolysis) must take up the slack to maintain ATP levels.
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Also, in humans, exposure to cell phones prenatally—and, to a lesser degree, postnatally—was associated with behavioral difficulties such as emotional and hyperactivity problems around the age of school entry (Divan, 2008). This confirmed the possibility of EMR effects not only of metabolism, but also on human behavior.In rats, where that can be probed more liberally, pregnant animals gestating in proximity to cell phones  24 hrs/daydisplay post-synaptic current changes in their prefrontal cortex (Aldad, 2011). Studies have suggested a disturbance of energy metabolism in the ASD brain, increased lactate levels (ie, glycolysis), and mitochondrial dysfunction with concomitant defects in neuronal oxidative phosphorylation (Chauhan, 2006). This leads us to another potentially important variable in ASD, perturbed  ATP production.
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ATP FluctuationsThe erratic nature of EMR exposures at various time scales ranging from digital burst length to daily or weekly schedules, produces fluctuations in ATP levels.Although chemical exposures can also affect ATP levels, their transitions are much slower over short time scales,and the body is programmed to absorb them, while EMR fluctuations are unpredictable and unrecognizable.Important development processes of cell division and apoptosis are both dependant on ATP levels for their execution. Irregular ATP supply is an impediment to harmonious brain development.Courchesne (2007), in the figure, illustrates, using developmental evolution that growth and apoptosis are abnormal in ASD patients.Some have proposed (Thornton 2006) that EMR interferes with brain development because of direct coupling of EMR with the brain’s electrical activity (EEG). We are skeptical (on the basis of amplitude) of this direct interference of external EMR, but we believe that EMR signals can modulate ATP availability within biological tissues,  either at the time scale of digital bursts or of time of device use. Disruption by EMR does not need to synchronize with EEG waves, but simply to result in unpredictable lulls in ATP resources. This, in turn, would disturb growth and apoptosis.SEXIf there is some defect in ATP generation, this defect will be unmasked largely in the sex with the faster metabolic rate – the male (Lane, 2015). This may explain why boys are 4 times more likely to be diagnosed with ASD than girls. Some mitochondrial diseases are more common in men than women: Leber’s hereditary chronic neuropathy, five times, and Parkinson’s twice. Males should also be more affected by the mitonuclear incompatibilities resulting from heteroplasmy. Autism also seems more prevalent in cities as opposed to countryside (Lauritsen, 2014). Spaces are vaster in the countryside, so distance to radiating devices devices are expected to be greater, likely resulting in smaller exposures.
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ConclusionIn gauging a possible link between EMR and ASD, it is difficult to forget - that Soviet limits of EMR were set 1000 lower than those in the West, on the basis of effects on the nervous system,- that the combination of microwave oven and cellular phone exposures track well historically with autism incidence,- that in human brains, EMR can disturb glycolysis-oxygen balance, as well as induce Electrical Hypersensitivity symptoms,- that functional changes are produced in the brains of pregnant rats reared near cell phones,- that physiology confirms EMR’s ability to alter pH, ATP levels, enhance ROS, influencing cell metabolism and survival, as well as open the BBB.   It seems a dangerous proposition to enrich the environment with 5G radiation at a time where evidence is quite credible that EMR carries risks for a number of chronic diseases.5G will involve many new frequencies, a higher dose of radiation, and beamforming will produce a more impulsive environment. The diagram explains why 5G, beyond placing antennas near almost every home, will increase radiation levels because ofmore data transmission lower air transparency (water and oxygen) at some frequenciesand lower antenna aperturesIncreased radiation levels in the environmentbrought about by 5G  is very bad news for Autism.
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